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YouGov MRP poll: Seats with most marginal races for Labour revealed




Daniel Green 




4th April, 2024, 10:33 am
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Local elections 2024: ‘Here’s what Labour has done for Brighton in just one year’




Bella Sankey 




4th April, 2024, 7:00 am
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Labour must not get ‘too obsessed’ with fiscal rules, ex-Treasury chief warns




Katie Neame 




4th April, 2024, 2:51 pm
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General election 2024: Meet the former MPs standing again for Labour




Daniel Green 




23rd March, 2024, 7:00 am
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Labour selections: parliamentary candidates selected so far for the general election




Katie Neame, Morgan Jones & Tom Belger 




2nd April, 2024, 1:20 pm
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Labour policy tracker: Full list of new (and ditched) pledges that could shape manifesto




Tom Belger 




13th November, 2023, 8:30 am
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DONATE HERE 

We provide our content free, but providing daily Labour news, comment and analysis costs money. Small monthly donations from readers like you keep us going. To those already donating: thank you. 

If you can afford it, can you join our supporters giving £10 a month?

And if you’re not already reading the best daily round-up of Labour news, analysis and comment…

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR DAILY EMAIL
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